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Abstract

Policy analyses frequently clash. Their disagreements stem from many sources, such as models, empirical estimates, values, who should have standing, and weighting of different criteria. We provide a simple taxonomy of disagreement, identifying distinct categories within both the positive and value domains. Using disagreements in climate policy to illustrate, we demonstrate how illuminating the structure of disagreement can help to clarify the way forward. We conclude by suggesting a structure for new policy analysis that can facilitate assessment, comparison, and debate by making clear the likely sources of disagreement.

INTRODUCTION

Policy disagreements are often many-faceted, which can make them appear intractable. There are many different ways to disagree and many dimensions along which to do so. Sources of disagreement easily become tangled and confused, making it difficult to identify the potential points of actual agreement. Moreover, advocates of contested policies may strategically misrepresent their preferences or beliefs if they think that, in the ultimate tug and haul of policy debate, such dissembling will lead to an outcome they prefer. The health insurance reform debate, which was centered in the U.S. Congress from 2009 to 2010 but engaged many players from the broader society, is a poster child for the types of complex, unresolved, and confounding policy disagreements we have in mind. As is common with such disagreements, the outcome, which satisfied no one, fell far short of its potential.

There is no magic wand to simplify the complex or to prevent strategic argument. Nevertheless, this essay seeks to illuminate the underlying structure of policy disagreement in the hope that such understanding can help lead to generally better policies.

* The authors would like to thank Doug Besharov, Lant Pritchett, Tom Schelling, Rob Stavins, Gernot Wagner, and David Weimer for helpful comments.

† Corresponding author: Richard Zeckhauser, 79 JFK Street, Cambridge, MA 02138. Or: richard_zechhauser@harvard.edu.
Milton Friedman’s classic essay, *The Methodology of Positive Economics* (1953), provides some helpful insight. Friedman follows John Neville Keynes (1904) (the father of Friedman’s predecessor and nemesis John Maynard Keynes) in stressing the importance of distinguishing positive from normative sources of disagreement. “The confusion Keynes laments is still so rife and so much of a hindrance,” Friedman observes, that he must begin his own methodological essay with the distinction between positive and normative analysis, between analysis that seeks to clarify what is and analysis that seeks to identify what action should be taken.

We wish to extend this distinction beyond the field of economics to the general realm of policy. Therefore, paraphrasing Friedman’s well-known title, we examine “The Methodology of Positive Policy Analysis.” We believe that, with greater clarity in positive and normative sources of disagreement, progress can be made and policies can be improved. Thus, we seek a rational discourse on policy.¹ We build on the basic insights of Friedman and Keynes to create a more complete taxonomy of disagreement, particularly as it arises in the broader policy domain. In this respect, we follow less the tradition of Friedman and more the tradition of Keynes, for we cannot cast aside questions of value to focus exclusively on the positive science as Friedman did. As all policy must consider values, so too must we.

We suggest ways in which our taxonomy can be used to identify various viewpoints and organize policy discourse. We illustrate with examples drawn from several policy areas, drawing most heavily from climate policy. We select this area because it has three critical qualities: 1. It is of great policy import.² 2. It is rife with disagreements. And 3. Clarity on its sources of disagreement has the potential to yield significant returns.

We conclude by suggesting a structure for policy analyses that can facilitate assessment, comparison, and debate by making clear the likely sources of disagreement. We call this the methodology of normative policy analysis. The basic idea is simple: to lay bare the positive and value choices underlying one’s analysis.

We are not Pollyannas, however. We recognize that there are strong political and strategic dimensions to disagreement in the policy sphere. Thus, it is helpful to first distinguish among the various orientations of the analysts themselves, and then to delve into the potential sources of their disagreement. We imagine a hypothetical continuum of orientation, anchored by archetypes at either extreme. What distinguishes an analyst’s position along this continuum is his or her relative commitment to facts or models – the less inherently subjective science of the matter – versus values.

The dispassionate analyst, the archetype on one end of the continuum, is driven by facts and models. The advocate-analyst, on the other end, is predominantly driven by values. (For mnemonic purposes and expository ease, we will speak of the dispassionate analyst as female and of the advocate-

¹ We believe that neither Friedman nor either Keynes would regard this concept as an oxymoron.

² Climate skeptics would agree on its import because nations are likely to devote significant resources to avoiding what they regard to be a nonproblem, or a likely nonproblem.
analyst as male.) This is not to say, of course, that the dispassionate analyst is totally insensitive to values, for no analysis can proceed from the descriptive to the prescriptive without a values underpinning.\(^3\) Nor is it to say that the advocate-analyst is insensitive to the facts of the matter. Even the most passionate believer in a policy could be dissuaded if its unintended consequences pushed hard against his intended results. For example, supporters of more aggressive military action in Afghanistan might change their preference if they learned that such action would inflame the Muslim world and lead to more terrorist losses at home. Nevertheless, the advocate-analyst will promote a favored policy, applying more emphasis to values and less to predicted outcomes than the dispassionate analyst.

The advocate-analyst’s values might derive from any number of sources, both personal and professional. His upbringing, social position, moral code, or personal self-interest may drive his policy position. Alternatively, he may perceive a moral or fiduciary responsibility to a client or constituency, as will the lobbyist, business owner, politician, or member of an organization that has well-defined values or interests. Thus, the values of the advocate-analyst may be parochial or societal, self- or other-interested. He could hold them for reasons as base as mercenary interest or as noble as moral obligation.

While the dispassionate analyst will be less wed to particular values, she might favor certain models and methodologies. She might also be subject to a type of hysteresis. Thus, having published on a particular subject in the past, she might feel the need to periodically defend her former model or position, if only for consistency or personal pride. If such path dependence is strong, the disagreements that emerge will tend to persist.

Importantly, preferences for transparency differ. The exemplar of a dispassionate analyst prefers transparency in both analysis and disagreement, and to base her recommendations on explicit values. When asked, she makes contingent recommendations, readily explains her model and reasoning, and shares her data. The advocate-analyst is in a more complicated situation. Opaqueness may serve him better than clarity. Since it is hard to persuade people to change their values, he will often frame values differences as differences in models or data. He will employ transparency more strategically, primarily when it serves his preferred policies. He may even find disagreement useful as a means to mobilize supporters, boost their contributions, and renew their commitment to core values. Witness the contemporary American political arena.

The game escalates. The dispassionate analyst must protect her position. Recognizing the presence of advocate-analysts who are tilting their presentations, she must respond by presenting her assessments and values in the manner that will lead to the best objective policy. Even if she is completely values-neutral and objective, transparency is rarely her optimal strategy. She must defend against the distortions of others. That is why, we believe, individuals who consider themselves to be

\(^3\) The instructors at most programs in public policy and particularly the economists among them, we believe, would claim that they are training their students predominantly as dispassionate analysts. Once their students graduate and are thrust into the policy arena, however, objectivity is frequently sacrificed to strong policy preferences, the sponsoring organization’s interests, and at times the analyst’s professional ambitions.
dispassionate analysts often behave as contrarians, pushing back against whatever policy preference is being espoused.

Even if most players in the policy arena are predominantly dispassionate analysts at heart, the presence of some advocate-analysts—or even the expectation of such—may lead large numbers to tilt their analyses in the direction of advocacy and opt against transparency in their underlying values and beliefs. We believe this to be the situation that prevails in most policy areas, with the result being a persistent tangle of disagreement. Our hope is that, if the elements in this tangle are identified and better understood, some of the knots can be replaced with smoother junctures.

Regardless of their place in the continuum of orientation, policy analysts are engaged in different types of analysis at different points in the policy process. The varieties are so great that, as with Vining and Weimer (2005), the standard textbook treatment must devote an entire chapter to the question, *What is policy analysis?* Weimer (2002) describes the essence of policy analysis as “the systematic comparison of alternative policies in terms of social values.” Stokey and Zeckhauser (1978) talk more generally of a “rational decision maker who lays out goals and uses logical processes to explore the best way to reach those goals.” These authors are firmly in the dispassionate-analyst camp. They espouse the broad sense of what we consider policy analysis here, though we make a special effort to separate the values or goals from the positive analysis, and then to recognize further distinctions within those categories.4

We believe that better understanding of the true sources of disagreement can lead to better policy in several ways. When disagreement can be clearly identified within the positive domain, we might agree on further investigation in order to move toward resolution. When disagreement lies within the value domain, we can seek coherent compromise even when we cannot reach agreement. When instead there is a lack of clarity over the sources of disagreement, we might share information less readily, particularly if we fear underlying values differences. This can cause disagreements to persist even in cases where, if we all shared information without strategic selectivity, we would actually come to agree. This might happen, for instance, if we were actually in agreement on values but did not know that, and differing information led us to differing policy conclusions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the basic framework, then elaborates each type of disagreement in turn. Alternating sub-sections present examples from climate policy. The final section concludes with a proposed structure for normative policy analysis.

---

4 Much of what is discussed here can be applied to program evaluation more generally. Certainly, much policy analysis amounts to program evaluation (as outlined, e.g., in Lipsey, Freeman, & Rossi, 2004), and much program evaluation could benefit from the recommendations made here. Because we neglect the process by which policy alternatives are selected for analysis, what we call policy analysis is actually closer to what Vining and Weimer (2005) call policy evaluation or policy research.
A TAXONOMY OF DISAGREEMENT

Policy analysis seeks to answer questions. Sometimes these questions are normative: what should be done; sometimes they are purely positive. Often the positive questions receive normative answers. On the most salient policy issues of the day, disagreement is almost inevitable. As Friedman and Keynes point out, it is useful to distinguish between disagreement in the positive domain and disagreement in the value domain. Disagreements in these two domains are qualitatively different; different means are required to resolve them. Robert Levine (1963) makes a similar point, that we want to compare “values with values, and analyses with analyses.” We concur, and go further. We identify several additional distinctions of importance within each of the positive and value domains. We believe that significant benefit will be reaped if the parties in a debate merely recognize and attend to these distinctions.

Most broadly, the positive domain concerns how the world is understood to work. We propose thinking in three categories. Positive analysis includes what portion of the world one is trying to understand (scope), what mechanisms explain the behavior of the world (model), and what estimates of model parameters are thought to obtain in particular contexts (estimate). Take, for example, a policy debate among economists, namely of the virtues and vices of the minimum wage. Different analysts agree on some of these areas (such as scope and microeconomic model), but not on others (for instance, estimates for the elasticity of labor supply) (e.g., Card & Krueger, 1994, 1997, 2000; Neumark & Wascher, 2000).

Even when there is initial agreement within a category, just identifying that category can foster useful thinking. For instance, in the minimum wage context, we usually think of the present outcomes for individuals subject to that wage today. But once we open the scope question, we might think forward to such issues as how the minimum wage will affect those individuals’ incentives and prospects for advancement, or how it will affect the incentives for younger individuals whose future entry into the labor market might be at or near the minimum wage. Or we might think vertically, such as about how the minimum wage will affect the more skilled and better paid workers who complement or compete with those at the bottom of the wage scale.

Most policy debates, however, revolve around a strong element of differences in values. This could be seen clearly in the aforementioned debate over the appropriate structure of U.S. health insurance reform. Even allowing for strong elements of strategic posturing and political loyalty, it was remarkable that in the end, Republicans and Democrats in the Senate separated fully on legislation. Such separation could only occur if differences were significantly driven by ideology and values as well as party loyalty, as opposed to estimates of elasticities or predictions about the effectiveness of competition. Was a public option desirable? This question was answered predominantly according to each senator’s sympathies for the public sector. It was answered on a gestalt/values basis, rather than on a models/estimates basis.

---

5 The value domain concerns the bases for judging the outcomes of policy choices. Any normative or prescriptive analysis necessarily includes positive analysis, plus values. This includes what Keynes described as “art,” or the application of positive and normative analysis in the world.
The value domain leaves substantial room for disagreement over the worth of various outcomes. Once again, we invoke a three-category distinction. The value domain includes decisions about who counts (standing), about what counts (criteria), and about how much the individuals and criteria count (weights). In the U.S. health insurance debate, there were disagreements in all three areas. On standing, a critical question was whether illegal aliens should be covered, in effect whether outcomes for them counted. A key disagreement on criteria arose over whether the size and role of the public sector should count in the analysis. And on weights there was the question of balancing higher premiums for the young and healthy against more coverage for the uninsured. These were all debates over how to value outcomes, but they can be parcelled into different categories. (For a discussion of value issues in the health care debate, see Baicker & Chandra, 2009; Editor, 2009; Pear & Herszenhorn, 2009.)

Table 1. A taxonomy of disagreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive disagreements can be over questions of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scope: what elements of the world one is trying to understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model: what mechanisms explain the behavior of the world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate: what estimates of the model’s parameters are thought to obtain in particular contexts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value disagreements can be over questions of:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standing: who counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria: what counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weights: how much different individuals and criteria count</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Any positive analysis will tend to include elements of scope, model, and estimation, though often these elements are either implicit or undifferentiated. Likewise, normative analysis will additionally include elements of standing, criteria, and weights, whether or not these distinctions are recognized. Separating these elements can be a useful exercise. To do so helps us to clarify our areas of disagreement, a useful step on the way to the horse-trading of effective compromise. We will later discuss how new analysis can be designed in a way that enhances clarity and transparency from the outset.

The move from economic analysis to policy analysis, from Friedman and Keynes to the present effort, requires attention to issues that are distinctly important within the general policy arena. It may well be that economists, for example, frequently understand the bases of their disagreements. However, we believe that such recognition is much less likely when economists, lawyers, political advocates, and other types of analysts meet in the policy arena. With the mix of disciplines and perspectives, disagreements can become particularly opaque.

The situation is aggravated by the frequent tendency of analysts to invoke historical analogies in their arguments (capitalizing on the powerful availability heuristic,\(^6\) either consciously or unconsciously).

\(^6\) Decision-makers are most influenced by facts or arguments that spring easily to mind (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Historical analogies tend to be powerful in this regard.
The two (or multiple) sides will employ quite different historical examples, often extrapolating across situations that differ dramatically on many dimensions. Thus, most contemporary military undertakings by the United States get support by identifying similarities to World War II, and get attacked by showing relationships to the Vietnam War. Underlying any such analogy is an entire bundle of claims regarding the applicability of the prior case and its potential to lend predictive insight into the present case. Disentangling and critically examining these various claims can be a slow and difficult task, particularly in contrast to the speed and rhetorical power of the analogies themselves. While it may seem like the argument is won or lost in the mean time, we think it worth the time and trouble to parse such analogies into their constituent claims so that both disagreements and their potential resolutions gain clarity.

There are several important aspects of policy disagreement that we must, regrettably, leave aside. The first has to do with the process by which disagreement becomes entrenched, as individuals who start out with moderately divergent views gravitate to much more extreme and opposing positions. Within economics and political science, there is a literature that seeks to identify the reasons why rational (Bayesian) agents who start with common values might come to hold very different beliefs (Aumann, 1976; Dixit & Weibull, 2007; Morris, 1995). These models either rely on differences in prior beliefs or on differences in information. Importantly, the two types of differences interact; no matter the original source of a difference in beliefs, people naturally seek out individuals and sources of information that further reinforce those beliefs. This may take the form of ensconcing oneself amid like-minded friends, colleagues, and news sources, all of which tend to reduce the unpleasant challenge and cognitive dissonance of being confronted with opposing viewpoints. Combining these differences in information with the differences in personal interests that also tend to cluster by organization or group yields the well-known outcome that “where you stand depends on where you sit” (Miles, 1978).

Group dynamics worsen the situation. Even when members of a group receive the same information, differing prior beliefs can lead to the increasing polarization of individual positions. As Sunstein (2009) discusses at length, “groups go to extremes.” In the context of our taxonomy, beliefs regarding models and values will tend both to cluster and polarize, as in the debate over arms control discussed by Levine (1963), and the debate over U.S. health insurance. In our view, this tendency enhances the importance of the disciplined inquiry into the true sources of disagreement.

Another important aspect of policy disagreement that we must leave aside has to do with strategic disagreement on the policies that are preferred or supported. In the political maelstrom, parties and the legislators within them may choose to disagree even when they are in actual agreement on both facts and values. This is a different class of disagreement altogether, quite unlike positive or value disagreement. The severe separation of Democratic and Republican votes on various measures surrounding the financial regulation bill that emerged in the U.S. Congress in Spring 2010 – on most votes Republicans were united in opposition, and an overwhelming majority of Democrats were in favor – reveals such strategic behavior. Party loyalty, and its potential strategic payoffs, no doubt trumped the way many legislators would have voted if left to their own or their constituents’ preferences and beliefs. Strategic policy disagreements of this nature, however important in the real world, are a phenomenon beyond the scope of this essay. Our focus is on situations where differences in values and beliefs drive differences in actual policy preferences.
However, we believe that the approach we advocate here — careful inquiry into the sources of disagreement — is useful even in cases where individuals misrepresent or selectively reveal their own values and beliefs. Misrepresentation and selective revelation are more easily sustained when disagreement remains shifting, murky, and ill-defined. By shining a light on the true sources of disagreement, individual positions are naturally laid bare. This may make such less-than-forthcoming actors uncomfortable, and even render some strategic positions untenable (as when a politician is forced to rest his case on a particular fact that is subsequently demonstrated to be incorrect).

The following sections, then, discuss each type of positive and value disagreement in turn. For each, our strategy is to begin in general terms and end with a series of concrete examples from climate policy. Before beginning with the subject of positive disagreements, we briefly introduce the topic of climate policy.

Examples from Climate Policy: An Introduction

Few policy areas are more vexing than climate change. Policymakers must grapple with tremendous complexities in the underlying physical science on the one hand, and with the potentially massive and poorly understood human and economic implications of action or inaction on the other. Even the very presence or absence of scientific agreement stirs a debate that inflames passions among experts, and that stokes confusion among ordinary citizens.

The review of “expert credibility” presented by Anderegg et al. (2010) exemplifies the problem. This analysis attempts to quantify the oft-made claim that those who deny or minimize anthropogenic climate change (we call them “skeptics”) are few in number and, on the whole, less expert than the vast majority of scientists who recognize the basic scientific reality of climate change. The quantitative evidence presented is more limited, however. Skeptics are shown to be less published and less cited, but this could itself be the result of the anti-skeptic publication bias often claimed by skeptics. As discussed in Boykoff and Boykoff (2004) and Pooley (2010, pp. 33-51), it is surely the case that the skeptics’ prominence in popular discourse vastly exceeds their prominence in scientific discourse. Skeptics themselves readily admit that theirs is a distinctly minority view. Quantifying the level of scientific agreement, however, remains a contentious issue.

The most important disagreements do not lie between skeptics and believers. They arise among the many scientists, economists, and others who accept an extremely high likelihood that human activities are affecting the climate, but take different views as they grapple with the specifics. They debate the questions of what exactly is happening, how fast it is happening, and what the impacts will be; who should act, when, and how. The underlying debate is rich and textured. The examples we present offer only an overview of the key disagreements as we see them.7

7 An alternate discussion of the sources of climate change disagreement can be found in Hulme (2009). Hulme presents a book-length discussion that features an organization and focus quite different from ours, but a similar motivation. In particular, he presents thoughtful discussions of epistemology, value, and risk, as well as the degree to which disagreements have roots in religious and historical ideas of climate, nature, and man’s place in the world.
Most climate-change issues tend to be rooted in the physical sciences, and yet all require a policy debate that involves economic, political, legal, and ethical dimensions. There is a clear need for policy analysis that somehow accounts for all of these dimensions; and economists, legal scholars, and others have charged into the breach. As the debate has matured and new disciplinary perspectives have been brought to bear, there has been increasing recognition that the positive and value domains must be distinguished (as in, e.g., Partha Dasgupta, 2007). We contribute to this effort by organizing the key sources of disagreement according to our taxonomy. Table 2 summarizes these sources, and the following sections discuss each in more detail.
Table 2. Climate policy: sources of disagreement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive disagreement: scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit of analysis: global, regional, or national?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actors: which persons, institutions, polities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costs and benefits: at what level of disaggregation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider: which policy interventions? ...political feasibility? ...non-market or relative-price effects? ...strategic and behavioral responses to policy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive disagreement: model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The physical science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifying and valuing impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projecting intervention costs and benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting for uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive disagreement: estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical science parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantification and valuation parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention projection parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty parameters, including the pace of learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value disagreement: standing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National vs. international analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generational time horizon.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value disagreement: criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-market or relative price impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness and justice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political feasibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for nature.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value disagreement: weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal: poor vs. rich, in terms of both countries and individuals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intertemporal: present vs. future generations; time preference or discount rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain or irreversible outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors of commission vs. errors of omission.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Positive disagreements

Disagreements over scope

No analysis can include everything. Therefore, triage decisions must be made regarding what is essential and what is not. In this spirit, Stokey and Zeckhauser (1978, p. 18) identify appropriate simplification as key to “the art of model building.” But the question of what is appropriate in any context can give rise to substantial disagreement.

Part of what drives the scope of analysis is the determination of what should be included. Value decisions regarding standing and criteria will underlie this determination, matters discussed in a later section. Pragmatic considerations also play a major role. What can be included? The answer will rest on explicit or implicit value assessments, but mundane practical considerations will also matter. An analysis may be influenced by the analyst’s set of skills, her access to data, or her time for research. But if the potentially omitted consideration is critical and the problem is important, analytic capability can be added, new data secured, and deadlines extended. Policy analysis always encounters tradeoffs among various goals, and one such tradeoff is between the intensity and cost of the analysis and its reliability.

In the case of scope disagreements, it can be particularly difficult to separate the purely positive disagreement over the descriptive analysis on the one hand from the value disagreement over standing or criteria on the other. This distinction can be viewed as being between the ideal and the pragmatic approximation of that ideal. It is helpful to understand where we agree on what should be included from a value perspective (the ideal), even if we disagree vigorously on the practical tactics of analysis (the approximation).

When considering the effects of nearly any policy, scope can include effects that are short- or long-run, partial- or general-equilibrium, direct or strategic. While long-run, general-equilibrium, strategic analysis may be extremely sophisticated, we should not neglect more direct or short-run effects. As John Maynard Keynes (1923) indicated in his famous remark “in the long run we are all dead,” long-run analysis may be a poor guide to short-run policy. Though neglecting the long-run is perhaps the more obvious danger, neglecting the short-run can be equally mistaken. Individual policies – the U.S. financial system bail-out and health insurance reform packages come to mind – may favor one over the other, and the participants on opposite sides of the debate may favor different time scales. However, good analysis will consider both short- and long-run effects when both are consequential.

While a problem’s scope may include myriad dimensions of effect, the quest for appropriate simplification must always be kept in mind. With too much information, the model becomes intractable. With too little, it misses vital considerations and thus relevance. Direct effects are usually easily incorporated, but interactive effects – where the choices of other players are influenced – are often equally important. Being harder to predict and defend, such interactive effects are more likely to be omitted, even when significant.

Kousky and Zeckhauser (2009) identify the U.S. “Cash for Clunkers” program as a case where excessive simplification led to misguided policy. Because the program, or at least most analyses of it, failed to consider the negative environmental impact of producing new cars and decommissioning old...
ones, these analyses suffered from what the authors termed “scope neglect.” Given the initial policy
goals, subsequent policy assessments of even the environmental impact might well have reached the
wrong conclusions because of the overly narrow scope.

Unfortunately, scope disagreements often resemble a pitched battle, with each side maneuvering
to elevate the ground most favorable to their cause. This is particularly the case among advocate-
analysts, who sometimes obfuscate by mixing what is technical or pragmatic with what is based on
values. However, a hard-nosed dedication to parsing the disagreement can help to illuminate the true
sources of discord and suggest a way forward.

Once disagreement over scope in the positive domain has been clearly addressed, questions of
empirics and reason take over. That is the realm to which Friedman and J.N. Keynes were themselves
most dedicated. Before turning to disagreements in that area, we illustrate scope disagreements with
several examples from climate policy.

Examples from climate policy: disagreements over scope
Climate policy presents an exceptionally wide range of challenging scope issues. Perhaps most
fundamentally, there is the question of whether analysis should be conducted at the global, regional,
national, or even sub-national level. Compelling forces pull in opposing directions. On the one hand,
climate change is a fundamentally global challenge. All nations share a common atmosphere – a sort of
global commons – and so actions within any nation have global consequences. As with any commons
problem, coordination may well be necessary to avoid the free-rider problems associated with
divergence between individual and collective incentives. (See the discussion, e.g., in Ostrom, 1990.)

On the other hand, the potential actors clearly operate at the national or sub-national level, and
there is no clear mechanism for global coordination. As Schelling (2006a) discusses, present-day and
historical examples of large-scale international coordination – e.g., the World Trade Organization (WTO),
European Union (EU), Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), or North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) – are not encouraging. Successful enforcement of multilateral agreements has not
been a hallmark.

In the case of climate policy, the pessimism derived from historical examples is strongly reinforced
because the nations that would take action are so dissimilarly situated. It is one thing to “solve” a
commons problem when the players are (as in Hardin’s classic example) similarly situated around a real
commons. The same sacrifice by all presents a focal point for solution. It is much more challenging when
some players are large, others small, some have contributed much more to the problem in the past and
others in the present, some are rich and some poor. Moreover, such differences encourage nations to
wrap themselves in self-supporting ethical arguments as to why their share of sacrifice should be lower.

Beyond this, there is substantial variation across regions and nations in both the costs and
benefits of coping with climate change (e.g., Heal, 2009; R. A. Pielke et al., 2002; Posner & Weisbach,
2010), or enduring the consequences if policy is ineffective. Thus, both the reality of a politically
decentralized world and the heterogeneity in costs and benefits push toward a narrowing in scope.
However, the more narrow the scope the less globally-shared benefits are likely to justify locally-borne costs. Free-rider problems will therefore tend to push narrower analyses toward lesser action.

Another fundamental source of scope disagreement concerns which options are on the table. In comparing the costs and benefits of intervention, the selection of interventions for consideration matters greatly. So, for example, the landmark *Stern Review* (2007) (of the economics of climate change and consequent policy implications) considers only the costs and benefits of mitigation. Stavins (2008) and Ellerman et al. (2008) focus their analyses on just one approach to mitigation, cap-and-trade (partly for reasons of political feasibility, which we discuss below). Others, such as Schrag (2007b), consider a wider range of options for both mitigation and adaptation.

Some believe that geoengineering options should be seriously considered alongside mitigation efforts (as in Keith, 2000, 2009; Keith, Parson, & Morgan, 2010; Robock, Marquardt, Kravitz, & Stenchikov, 2009). Geoengineering concerns “intentional large-scale manipulation of the environment” (Keith, 2000), such as solar radiation management where aerosols would be injected into the stratosphere to reflect sunlight and counter the effects of global warming. \(^8\) Though all probably agree that consideration of geoengineering would significantly alter the cost-benefit calculus, that is where agreement tends to end.

There are strategic reasons to support or oppose the very consideration of geoengineering. Many believe that even discussing it seriously – let alone funding its research – will undermine mitigation efforts by holding out the hope for a far cheaper, far simpler fix. This concern about the potential moral hazard consequence of geoengineering might help to explain the opposition of many of the climate concerned, and the otherwise surprising support of many climate skeptics. \(^9\) There are other reasons to support or oppose it (as in Robock, 2008; Robock et al., 2009), but most amount to model, estimate, or value disagreements over the costs and benefits. Concerns about regional climate impacts, ocean acidification, and the like tend to suggest more research and careful consideration, not less.

There are other scope issues, however, concerns that tend to push geoengineering onto or off of the table. If mitigation efforts turn out to be too little too late, and climate impacts turn out to be severe (the so-called “climate emergency” case), then we will almost certainly want geoengineering options at the ready. That said, Robock and coauthors stress prudence concerns that push in the other direction. For example, the prospect of geoengineering may be fundamentally too risky (we could inadvertently...

---

\(^8\) Other types of geoengineering exist, such as carbon removal or carbon capture and sequestration. The most natural of these approaches – and perhaps the least controversial – involves saving forests that would otherwise be destroyed. Next up would be the planting of forests, as discussed by Stavins (1999). Somewhat more controversial would be capturing and sequestering carbon at the source (as in Schrag, 2007a), which is much more like mitigation than geoengineering. We focus here on the much more controversial approach of solar radiation management.

\(^9\) Many respected scientists within the climate concerned have reluctantly shifted their views of geoengineering, thinking of it as a now necessary evil, due to the failure of the world to take significant action on greenhouse gas emissions and pessimism about likely near-term agreements on mitigation. See, for example, comments at the 2010 Asilomar International Conference on Climate Intervention Technologies, near Monterey, California.
destroy whole ecosystems!), and we may lack the “moral authority” to act in such a way (should we consider it permissible to manipulate the planet’s environment on such a large scale?). As with the moral hazard issue, there seems to be concern that the geoengineering genie, once out of the bottle, will never be returned. Technical capability will leak from one nation to another. Given that capability, individual nations could easily take unilateral steps to geoengineer in ways beneficial to their own regions, while imposing risks on the world as a whole. While this is a real and frightening prospect, it is not clear whether more or less consideration and research is the best response, and whether serious policymakers should start with the expectation that escape for the genie is inevitable.

Moving beyond geoengineering, whether to consider political feasibility is a source of disagreement that strays into the value domain, as do many scope disagreements. While purists may believe it appropriate to remain focused on technical or moral optima, pragmatists both explicitly consider political feasibility and use political feasibility to constrain the scope of their analyses. For example, legal scholars Posner and Weisbach (2010) take the pragmatic approach in their consideration of climate justice issues; so do some economists (e.g., Summers & Zeckhauser, 2008). Another example can be found in the aforementioned cap-and-trade analysis. Stavins (2008) chose not to consider other options, such as a straight carbon tax, in part for reasons of political feasibility. Cap-and-trade features entitlements for existing interests that tend to reduce organized opposition.

From both positive and normative points of view, it seems a mistake not to consider those elements of political feasibility most likely to bind, for policymakers will surely do so. Ignore politics, and policy recommendations will fall on deaf ears, accomplishing nothing. That said, what is deemed feasible today may be different from what is deemed feasible tomorrow, so care should be taken not to restrict analyses to the politically feasible subset of the day. While public support for mitigation efforts has weakened unexpectedly in some countries (Rosenthal, 2010), a particularly strong hurricane season or other salient events could rapidly shift opinions – and political feasibility – in the other direction. In the summer of 2010, for example, the devastating floods in Pakistan (affecting more than 10% of the population), and the scorching heat and fires in Russia, surely changed perceptions of climate change risks in those nations (appropriately or not from the scientific perspective).

There are many other scope issues. For example, the non-market consumption of “ecosystem services” advocated by Heal (2009) or the changes in relative market price for “environmental goods and services” advocated by Sterner and Persson (2008) would elevate the projected damages of climate change significantly. Likewise, there is no end to the sorts of strategic considerations that Summers and Zeckhauser (2008) raise: individuals and states alike are likely to respond to policy in strategic ways, making “reaction function issues” key to any thorough policy analysis. An example raised by these authors is the consideration of whether future generations might feel bound to policy precedents set by the current generation. If so, action now is more attractive.

Disagreements over model

The analyst’s model encapsulates how the world is understood to work. We mean this more in the predictive sense than as a full-blown description of reality. An analyst’s model might tell her what will happen to unemployment should the minimum wage rise, for example, while failing to provide anything resembling a realistic representation of the mechanisms involved. As is well-known, Friedman
had much to say on this subject in *The Methodology of Positive Economics* (1953). Here, we withhold our views as to whether the realism of assumptions is essential. We note that Friedman’s critics on this issue disputed the ability to predict accurately if assumptions strayed from realism. We conclude, with Friedman and his critics both, that accurate prediction is most important. That is true whether the policy involves strictly economics or broader issues.

A common problem in policy analysis is that a model can lead to one result as well as its opposite. For example, in an economic model the presence of a market imperfection can change an asset to a liability or vice versa, and rarely can all imperfections be ruled out on first principles. What is to be done? The answer is to turn to empirical analysis. A smidgen of imperfection, for example, may be unlikely to reverse the key predictions of the model. Magnitudes must be measured to provide empirical estimates for the key parameters in any model. Theory tells us where to look for the critical assessments; empirical analysis undertakes those assessments. To make the same point using other terms, both *model* and *estimate* are critical.

What we have just described is the well-established and highly successful methodology for dealing with model disagreements: the scientific method. Once questions of scope and values have been resolved or bargained to agreement, the analyst can employ the standard tools of the social and other sciences to address the issues of model and estimate. Should disagreement then ensue, analysts can ask what evidence would favor one side over the other, and seek out that evidence. If it is difficult to identify definitive or even suggestive evidence, then that indicates that the seeming model disagreement may be a disguised value disagreement.

We certainly understand that even pure model disagreements can be challenging to resolve. As Rodrik (2010) points out, economics is far better suited to the development and testing of individual models than it is at choosing among competing models to apply in a given context. It strikes us that this is true more generally of the broad range of technical tools applied in policy analysis, and that policy analysts of all stripes would be wise to heed Rodrik’s call for a greater focus on accurate diagnosis prior to policy prescription. We also understand that strategic actors may not find it in their interest to seek evidence. Pritchett (2002) provides a model, for example, that shows why program advocates might strategically under-invest in evidence (i.e., why it may “pay to be ignorant”).

When at an impasse, one approach is to recast model disagreements into simpler estimate disagreements by way of a sufficiently general model. For example, Summers and Zeckhauser (2008, p. 126) discuss the role of increased uncertainty about consequences in determining the desired pace of actions to control climate change; their high-level model shows that the sign of the effect can go either way depending on parameter values. Thus, if different analysts cannot agree on the nuances of a model’s mechanisms, a much simpler reduced-form relationship might be distilled. Data can then be used to estimate the reduced-form relationship; and, based on that, the model can be refined. In this way, disagreement can be pushed from model to estimate, then back to model again, in an iterative process. Again, this is the domain of the scientific method; and much has been written on the subject since Aristotle, Roger Bacon, and other thinkers first introduced us to the method.
Examples from climate policy: disagreements over model

At bottom, all climate policy should start with the physical science. There is the link between human action – primarily greenhouse gas emissions and deforestation – and atmospheric CO₂ (or CO₂e, which is CO₂ equivalent). Then there is the link between CO₂e and the climate. Finally, there are the many links between the climate and sea level, agriculture, disease, storms, desertification, coral bleaching, extinctions, human migrations, and more. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has played a prominent role in reviewing, distilling, and summarizing scientific findings for policy and other purposes (e.g., IPCC Working Group III, 2007; Parry & IPCC Working Group II, 2007; Solomon & IPCC Working Group I, 2007).

The IPCC reports draw on an extraordinary array of international experts, while also serving as consensus documents that must satisfy a diverse group. Though the reports seek to identify potential points of scientific consensus, the science is complex and constantly evolving. At any given point in time, individual scientific assessments can be considerably more pessimistic or optimistic, with the modal assessment tending to be more pessimistic (e.g., Sokolov et al., 2009). Some critics of the IPCC reports, such as Pielke (2008), consider the IPCC analyses overly focused on CO₂ emissions, implying that they therefore underestimate the human impact on the climate. Others, such as Lindzen (2007) and Carter et al. (2006), dispute the scientific conclusions accepted by the IPCC reports, the Stern Review (2007), and seemingly the vast majority of the scientific community. While there is broad agreement on basic aspects of the physical science, there are many disagreements on particulars, both large and small.¹⁰

Many of these disagreements arise over parameter estimates, but some of them concern the models by which the climate is understood to operate, particularly as it relates to tracing from anthropogenic causes to climatic consequences. Causal attribution is especially important in this debate, because policy implications hinge critically on the causes of global warming, not just on its presence or absence. Even given the same level of warming, different causes imply different interventions – and, likely, different willingness to intervene.

The most fundamental causes of warming are much less in doubt today than they were two decades ago. Still, due to climate variability quite apart from long-term trends, considerable disagreement will remain over which models best represent different aspects of it. Beyond explaining what is currently happening, what is likely to happen in the future, and why, scientific models can identify potential interventions and project their likely effects. This area of science, extrapolation beyond current data, is inherently more speculative than deduction from existing data, and therefore more prone to disagreement. Fortunately, small-scale experimentation can often help to resolve such disagreements.

To link science and policy, we must quantify and value impacts, bringing them into a common framework for analysis. Here the economics of climate change makes its contribution. Schelling (1992, ¹⁰ As we mentioned above, these disagreements are likely overblown in popular discourse. Even some prominent former skeptics, most notably Bjorn Lomborg, have become believers in recent years. That said, we agree with Sunstein (2003) that dissent is healthy and even vital. In our view, the climate skeptics and other dissenters very likely strengthen both the policy and the scientific debates.
Nordhaus (1994), Daily et al. (2000), Stern (2007, 2008), and Heal (2009) all provide good discussions on this topic, and on some of the many disagreements. The challenge is immense: project the evolution of the world economy, including rates of technological change and economic growth; pin economic valuations on everything from rising seas and migrating humans to amplified diseases and cascading species extinctions; finally, account for how we should value impacts on future generations. To tackle such tasks, some economists build large and complex general equilibrium models (“integrated assessment models”). With scientists, they adapt them to the science. They are then re-adapted as the science evolves. Other economists work with more limited models targeted at particular facets of the problem.

Not surprisingly, fundamental valuation issues, taken up later, drive key disagreements in climate economics. Some other disagreements concern parameter estimates within agreed models, such as disagreement over the rate of future consumption growth or the degree to which the marginal utility of consumption declines as consumption increases (that is, the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption). But many disagreements concern the actual models themselves.

Economists who study climate issues have good reasons for both humility and disagreement. When projecting and quantifying the value of future climate impacts, economists must account for the future behavioral responses to climate change (such as migration) in addition to technological change, consumption growth, and all the rest. Yet their models cannot become so complex as to become unwieldy and beyond the capabilities of their human creators. A broad range of micro- and macroeconomic tools must be employed, all of which are themselves the subjects of ongoing debate and evolution within the broader field of economics. And in general, as we saw with the 2008 financial meltdown, economics is much better at explaining the past than at predicting the future.

Uncertainty is a pervasive feature of the physical sciences as well as of the economics (Heal, 2009; Oppenheimer, O’Neill, Mort Webster, & Agrawala, 2007; Schelling, 2007; Sokolov et al., 2009; Summers & Zeckhauser, 2008; Weitzman, 2007). Not only are individual parameter estimates uncertain, but the fundamental models they feed into are themselves deeply uncertain. While some of this uncertainty will resolve over time – and is itself the subject of modeling and projection – much of it will remain an irremediable feature of the scientific, economic, and policy landscape relating to climate change.

Naturally, there is considerable disagreement over how best to account for this uncertainty, as well as over its policy implications. If the uncertainty is so great as to include the realistic possibility that anthropogenic climate change will lead to only minor damages, is that an argument against strong action? Such massive uncertainty would also imply the realistic possibility of truly catastrophic damages. Should policymakers demand a traditional level of scientific confidence before deviating from the status quo, or are the risks so great as to justify heroic efforts at course correction? While many of these issues drift into the values domain, modeling the extent and evolution of uncertainty becomes critically important. If, for instance, scientists expect to face considerably less uncertainty next year, policymakers might choose to hold off on major decisions until then. This could, however, be a trap that lulls leaders into a disastrous inertia, particularly if the pace of learning disappoints.
In economics, the classic treatment of uncertainty (drawn from Knight, 1921) suggests that it applies when the potential states of the world are known, but their probabilities are unknown. We believe that with climate change the lack of knowledge goes deeper. Even many potential states of the world are unknown. That is, some – perhaps many – possible future happenings are not considered in scientific or economic models. We label such a situation as ignorance.\textsuperscript{11} Ignorance makes policy disagreements almost inevitable, as imagination competes with evidence to sketch responses to alternative human actions.

\textbf{Disagreements over estimates}

Given a well-defined model, estimate disagreements encompass broad classes of empirical disagreements. There may be disagreements over parameter values, as well as over appropriate data sets and statistical techniques. To return to an earlier example, economists may agree on a model for labor supply and demand, but disagree on the estimated elasticity of labor supply with respect to wages. Such an elasticity estimate is key to the chronic U.S. debate over the minimum wage (Card & Krueger, 1997). It is discouraging that one can often predict where a particular economist will stand on this elasticity merely by knowing his general political attitudes. Fuchs et al. (1998) quantified this relationship with a survey of economists. They found that 50.7\% of variation in opinions regarding a minimum-wage increase could be explained by values or political attitudes (vs. only 2.5\% by opinions about the likely change in teen employment, clearly a highly relevant parameter). At least for the minimum-wage debate, it is clear that we have not gone through the process suggested here for first sorting out value disagreements.

As with the other types of positive disagreements, it is important to reveal estimate disagreements that are in fact value disagreements in disguise. If left unrecognized, they can severely complicate disagreements regarding estimation. This may leave difficult empirical challenges. However, these challenges, independent of other types of disagreements, are often quite tractable. As with the model issues discussed earlier, the complete scientific arsenal can be brought to bear.

\textbf{Examples from climate policy: disagreements over estimates}

While there is considerable disagreement over models, there is also plenty of agreement, at least among the vast majority of expert assessors. Many economists employ the same general-equilibrium models; and most scientists agree on the physics behind the greenhouse effect, the basic mechanics of ocean currents, and the like. Even given the same models, this leaves economists and climate scientists considerable room to disagree over the estimates of the parameters that feed into those models.

Many of these disagreements naturally concern the estimates used as inputs to various models. These include physical science estimates such as the half-life of CO\textsubscript{2} in the atmosphere, economic estimates such as the rate of consumption growth, intervention-related estimates such as the rate of cost-reducing innovation, and uncertainty estimates such as the pace of learning about the actual scale or impact of climate change.

\textsuperscript{11} Zeckhauser (1991, pp. 16-17) introduces this term in the context of the climate debate.
The prominent *Stern Report* (2007) famously used commonly employed models in combination with uncommonly employed parameters, thus producing conclusions that provoked fierce debate (as in, e.g., Partha Dasgupta, 2007; Nordhaus, 2007; Stern, 2008; Weitzman, 2007). Because economic models yield estimates that are quite sensitive to the numerous parameters that they require, efforts like Stern’s would nearly always benefit from sensitivity analysis. Rather than leaving critics to find and report the sensitivity of one’s conclusions to the various parameter estimates employed, analysts should more proactively and transparently confront sensitivities in the initial analysis. This recommendation is one of strategy as well as of prudence; a sensitivity tester is more likely to be believed.

Sokolov et al. (2009) provide a good example of how estimate disagreements can be confronted fruitfully in both the physical sciences and the economics. These authors update earlier work to account for revised probability distributions over a variety of input parameters, while also exploring the sensitivity of their results to these parameters and other assumptions.

**Value disagreements**

Before turning to the three categories of value disagreements, we make some general points regarding such disagreements. First, we have repeatedly raised the possibility that expressed positive disagreements are value disagreements in disguise. It can also go the other way: value disagreements, given some critical examination, can turn out to be the product of positive disagreements.

An illustrative case from India in the third century BCE is described by Bruce Rich (2010) in his recent book. King Ashoka, revered to this day in modern India, built a sort of ancient welfare state upon ideas of peace, justice, and compassion. His view of humanity was a fundamentally generous one, recognizing that people respond to principle and sympathy in addition to material interest. Such views represented a sharp break from the existing traditions of his dynasty, typified by Kautilya, an earlier strategist and political philosopher. Kautilya, purported author of the first book on economics, the *Arthashastra*, held what Rich describes as a more venal view of human nature, even declaring that material well-being is “the most supreme” goal of human life. These two ancient characters’ philosophies would seem to reflect deep and fundamental differences in values.

However, it is important to note that Kautilya justified the supremacy of material well-being on the grounds that “spiritual good (dharma) and sensual pleasures (kama) depend on material well-being.” In fact, he began his treatise by declaring spiritual good or inner harmony – Ashoka’s stated aim – to be his own ultimate aim. So traced back to this fundamental point, Ashoka’s and Kautilya’s philosophies converge.

In a very real sense, then, there is a disagreement here over means, not ends, over the models by which the world is understood to work, not over the goals for which the models are employed. In principle, at least, positive analysis can be brought to bear. If evidence supports the Ashoka view of

---

12 In this belief, he would find agreement with those coterie of today’s clergy who preach that faith and prosperity are closely intertwined.
humanity, then that undercuts the Kautilya view, even in the values sense. By contrast, if empirical study reveals Kautilya’s predictions to be fulfilled, then Ashoka’s supporters should gracefully concede, and material well-being should be the pursuit of policy.

Interestingly, a mere twenty-two centuries later this argument reemerged within the social sciences, starting with the famed Easterlin Paradox. Easterlin’s (1974) findings questioned the tacit connection between income and happiness, suggesting that richer countries were no happier than poorer countries (despite richer individuals tending to be happier than poorer individuals). A large literature has since emerged, some of which recommends that public policy more directly target happiness or well-being, rather than income as a means to those ends (e.g., Bok, 2010; Diener, Lucas, Helliwell, & Schimmack, 2009; Diener & Seligman, 2007). While some, such as Amartya Sen (1985, 2000, 2009), have explicitly argued for other goals altogether – such as capacity or substantive freedoms – much of the debate has centered on the most effective means to happiness and well-being.

Schelling (1984) discusses related examples where apparent differences in values may actually reflect differences in model. He says that economists “find nothing offensive or coercive about the responses of people to economic opportunities and sanctions,” and tend to think that “most people are better at spending their own money than somebody else is at spending it for them.” This can manifest as a seemingly value-based preference for free markets and economic conservatism, even when economists and non-economists frequently agree on deeper values. This may be what Dennis Robertson (1956) had in mind when he equated the economist’s task to that of “reducing the preacher’s task to manageable dimensions.”

Such views are open to challenge on positive grounds, as one can witness in the burgeoning behavioral economics literature. Empirical findings that demonstrate the economically meaningful effects of altruism, sympathy, or cognitive biases have a bearing on, for example, what seem like value disagreements over the normative appeal of free markets.

We call this class of values operational values. They are values in that they ascribe value to certain types of outcomes (such as promoting free exchange or expanding the role of government), but they are conditional in the sense that they are both justified by deeper values and subject to positive analysis. In this context, Schelling (1984, p. 6) suggests that economics “often helps to diagnose misplaced identification of an ethical issue. And it does this solely by helping to identify what is happening. It is not clarifying ethics; it is only clarifying economics.” An example he uses is the debate over the minimum wage, where economics can in principle clarify the true costs and benefits such that the ethical issues might turn out to be far different from those initially recognized.

There is another sense in which positive and value disagreements are often intertwined, which helps to explain why operational values play such a pervasive role in everyday policy disagreement. The fact is, most policy is made under circumstances of extreme uncertainty, often tending toward what we earlier called ignorance. This means that many elements of disagreement are positive in principle only; at least in the short term, barring solid, relevant empirical evidence, disagreement drifts into the value domain. After all, decisions must be made. When there are gaps in model or estimation – and there almost always are – values are left as the predominant players.
We call this class of disagreements *provisional* value disagreements, because they clearly depend on gaps in positive understanding. Most disagreement over assumptions falls into this category. Absent clear empirical evidence, assumptions are driven by operational values, over which people likely disagree. The U.S. health insurance debate provides a prominent example. The costs and benefits are sufficiently unclear that debate tended to center – at least indirectly – around operational values concerning the appropriate size and role of government. Another example is the debate over cap-and-trade versus other approaches to emissions control. Until the benefits of cap-and-trade were clearly quantifiable, operational values against putting a price on emissions (and thus devaluing our endowment from nature) drove the positions of many. When trying to resolve these sorts of provisional value disagreements, it is often helpful to push them back into the positive domain where some kind of evidence can be brought to bear – with the understanding, of course, that resolution may not come quickly.

While our premise is that it is helpful to uncover the true sources of disagreement, this does not mean that every value disagreement should be driven, on the one side, into the positive domain, or on the other, ever deeper into the value domain. Not every disagreement need be resolved by science and statistics on the one hand, or by the likes of Aristotle and Immanuel Kant on the other. The policy world would grind to a halt if we demanded such rigorous classification and clarification of every disagreement.

Talmudic debate is splendid for training the mind, and deep exegesis is appropriate for Supreme Court opinions. There, we find strong justifications for these deeply investigative methods. But neither of these methods is feasible or appropriate for addressing a vast number and broad array of policy decisions on a timely basis. To do so within affordable time and cost ranges is the challenge of policy analysis. Therefore, we suggest a pragmatic approach that implies a type of cost-benefit calculation: the effort made to classify and clarify should be commensurate with the potential benefit. The higher the potential returns to resolving a disagreement, the more effort one should make.

We have been primarily talking about principled disagreement and effectively favoring the dispassionate analyst. What Schelling (1984) calls the “ethics of policy” has implicitly held sway, where participants are either dealing with issues in which they have no personal stake, or are trying hard to be “neutral, removed, vicarious, impartial, judicious.” As we discussed earlier, we have little to say about the polar opposite case, where participants do not in reality disagree about the merits of a particular policy but claim that they do for political or other strategic reasons.

The advocate-analyst, as we have described him, is not so extreme. He is simply more likely to engage in what we call *partisan* value disagreements when his bundle of value judgments on standing, criteria, and weights fails to match up with the value judgments of others. Whether his bundle of value judgments reflects professional position, deeply held values, or personal interests, he is more reluctant to compromise than the dispassionate analyst. This makes value disagreements both more frequent and more protracted for advocate-analysts.

The politician is a classic case in point. Politicians serve as advocates for their constituents’ interests, though as Levitt (1996) has attempted to quantify, not to the exclusion of party and
ideological considerations. We also expect that even the most partisan of politicians is at least somewhat sensitive to the more disinterested facts of the matter. We tend to think of politicians as dynamic optimizers, where their objective functions and constraints are set in part by personal preferences, in part by the structure of the political system, and in part by the composition of their constituencies. Since personal preferences can entail commitments to ideologies and principles considerably beyond a constituency’s concerns or one’s professional interests, we consider neither politicians nor advocate-analysts in general to be overwhelmingly strategic.

Value disagreements are more likely to arise in some contexts than in others: more on big than small issues, more on ill-defined than well-defined matters. Thus, when a town council discusses whether to build a new incinerator for the town or fix the old one, the discussion is likely to focus on engineering and cost estimates not on the tradeoff between dollars and health. But if people are deciding on a health plan or an economic-development plan, then values are likely to play a much larger and perhaps predominant role. Moreover, on the bigger issues, we can easily get confused on where our disagreements lie, unless we make a conscientious effort to parse them.13

Some values disagreements are hopelessly intractable, such as the pro-choice and pro-life views in the abortion debate. However, many important values disagreements can be resolved, or at least subjected to fruitful compromise. We reiterate a theme of this essay: simply making the effort to analyze and understand can go a long way. We make two additional points here, and then others as we talk more specifically about particular types of value disagreement. First, compromise can become unavoidable. Luckily, as Schelling (1984) points out, while “compromising a principle sounds wrong,” “compromising between principles is all right.” Second, while decisions and compromises must be made, they need not imply resolution of the underlying disagreements. Isaac Levi (1990) has made this point well, namely that difficult decisions must frequently be made before relevant questions have been fully resolved. Thus, a decision is by no means an end to the discussion. As Weimer (1998) points out, in the value domain the analytical approach is inherently “discursive and interpretive” more so than “rationalist-empiricist.” Discussion is thus a core part of the process.

We turn now to each of our three categories of values disagreement.

Disagreements over standing

Disagreements over standing concern who should be considered in an analysis. William Trumbull (1990) provides a thoughtful discussion of the question of standing in cost-benefit analysis, which parallels the question of standing in policy analysis more generally. He attempts to resolve the sometimes thorny issues by sheer force of reasoning, which we agree is the right approach. Here, in deciding who should count, there is a clear matter of principle. Agreement should hinge neither on technical feasibility, which may in the end drive the scope of the analysis (as discussed earlier), nor on the more complicated question of how much people or groups should count, which we defer to the upcoming section on weights disagreements. Though Vining and Weimer (2005) combine questions of

13 Textbooks, seeking pedagogic clarity, often illustrate policy analysis with small, well-defined issues. Thus public policy students may be likely to underestimate the influence of values on policy debate.
standing and weights in their discussion of “impact categories,” we find it helpful to keep those two questions distinct.

**Examples from climate policy: disagreements over standing**

The prospect of climate change affects all people over, potentially, all time. It has thus become a characteristic of climate-change analyses that they consider impacts across all the world’s peoples not only now, but for many generations into the future. It is the broadest possible stance on standing; few areas of analysis match it.

While economists prefer an approach to future generations that features no arbitrary time cutoff – by using discounting, which we discuss in the section on weights disagreements below (e.g., Partha Dasgupta, 2007; Stern, 2007; Weitzman, 2007) – it is possible to restrict standing to the current generation, since it is the one that will make current decisions, or perhaps to another generation or two. Of course, because the most potentially dire consequences of climate change arise far into the future, excluding future generations tends automatically to tilt in support for the status quo (that is, for taking little or no action).

Regardless of which generations are considered, individual nations might only be expected to pass legislation or sign treaties that make their respective citizens better off, as Posner and Weisbach (2010) point out. This means that we should expect to see broad, global analyses, however noble, give way to narrower national analyses before nations take serious action on climate change. Such analyses would only give at best second-class standing to present or future citizens of other nations, taking their interests into account only to the extent that their own citizens wished. However, as we discussed earlier, such parochial analyses would inevitably run afoul of free-rider problems, given that climate change is the quintessential global commons problem. Thus only a coordinated response can be sufficient. This will require that self-interested national analyses feed into some form of global agreement.

**Disagreements over criteria**

Often, the very goals of policymaking can be surprisingly hazy. Whether one is projecting or evaluating impact, this can make the measurement of success or failure a shifting, unstable enterprise. Disagreement over measurement becomes natural when the disputing parties hold not merely different yardsticks, but handfuls of differing measurement instruments.

The policy analysis texts by Vining and Weimer (2005) and Stokey and Zeckhauser (1978) both discuss the core rationales for public policy. Their discussions prominently feature efficiency arguments (involving market and government failures), and equity arguments (regarding, for example, distributional concerns). To be sure, such big and fundamental arguments underlie the motivation for policy and thus the criteria by which policy should be judged. Disagreement regarding fundamental goals should be brought into the open and discussed, even if not fully resolved.

But there are a great many smaller questions that arise, questions that are not of the monumental equity-vs.-efficiency variety. *What are the appropriate dimensions of impact? Should criteria be defined in terms of proximate or ultimate outcomes? What is the relevant time horizon to*
consider? Even absent disagreement on the big questions, disagreement on these smaller ones can easily hamper, and at times stifle, policy discourse.

While some analysts may prefer to consider only a well-defined set of commonly-considered and readily-quantifiable criteria – economists as a group come to mind – outcomes that are difficult to measure need not be excluded from the analysis. Keeney and Raiffa (1993) discuss subjective attribute scales, proxy attributes, and other methods of integrating the difficult-to-measure into the analytical process. Their focus is multi-attribute decision analysis, a methodology of particular utility to policy analysts.

A good example of difficult-to-measure criteria featured in the policy dialogue can be found in Amartya Sen’s persistent attempts to shift the focus of development and welfare analyses from income and wealth to freedoms and capabilities (e.g., Sen, 2000). Though freedoms and capabilities have so far proved somewhere between difficult and impossible to measure, progress has been made. Sen’s conceptual foundations have inspired measures (however imperfect) such as the Human Development Index (United Nations Development Programme, 2009), and even those concepts as yet unmeasured have figured in the policy debate. The report recently issued by France’s Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress (Stiglitz, Sen, & Fitoussi, 2009) can be seen as a modest step in the direction long advocated by Sen.14

Even when measurement is not an issue, the question of timeframe invariably arises. Earlier, we mentioned J.M. Keynes and his concern for the short-run. But how should that be defined? What should be its duration? A few years, a decade, the lifetimes of those now alive? Most often these issues are resolved by weighting outcomes based on how far away they are, as in the discounting approach used in economics. We discuss this topic in the section on weights below, and it becomes particularly important in the case of climate policy.

Examples from climate policy: disagreements over criteria

In climate policy, the predominant method of quantifying and valuing impacts amounts to a large and complex cost-benefit exercise, as exemplified by the Stern Report (2007). When integrating goals other than efficiency or facing difficulty monetizing certain impacts, this kind of analysis can amount to what Vining and Weimer (2005) call “qualitative” or “modified” cost-benefit analysis. It can be based upon one-good general equilibrium models that consider only overall-mean pricing levels, or it can be based upon more complex models that account for potential shifts in relative prices, as in Sterner and Persson (2008). While approaches differ, all of them involve the valuation of market impacts in present-value dollar terms, and many of them also monetize non-market impacts.

Non-market impacts can be considered without monetizing them, as in Heal’s (2009) consideration of natural capital and ecosystem services. Without pricing the various impacts along a single dimension, however, disagreements can easily become intractable. With so many different
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14 A different but related class of arguments has to do with “rights,” as in the right to fair trial, education, or health insurance. Rights may be integrated into an existing analysis by way of constraints on the objective function, rather than requiring a different objective function altogether.
dimensions of possible impacts, if a common metric cannot be invoked, it becomes difficult to impossible to develop an integrative analysis. This is not to say that it is not worthwhile, only that such analysis is more challenging and the results are less reconcilable with traditional analyses that primarily measure monetized impacts.

Along similar lines, some (perhaps many) participants in the climate change debate seem to include “respect for nature” as an implicit criterion. In this view, the more natural solutions are strongly preferred to the less natural ones, regardless of how the numbers come out. This view is often coupled with an operational distrust of human intervention and a preference for lifestyles that minimize impact on the planet. Such values, including the overall preference for respecting nature, are what we have earlier called operational values; they are very likely underpinned by deeper values and ultimately subject to positive analysis. Some of their proponents might object, but our belief is that, unless studied in such a way, they will tend to be undercounted.

Proponents may believe, for example, that the “respect for nature” criterion would not be necessary if the full consequences of human action could be truly assessed within a cost-benefit or other integrative framework. However, given a less-than-omniscient analysis that is bound to miss or undervalue elements of potentially massive importance, “respect for nature” serves as a good operational value and thus as a useful criterion for analysis. The trouble here is the same as the trouble just discussed with respect to non-market impacts: if we are not trying to be at all precise about things, it is hard to know how much respect is too much or too little.

One of the thorniest areas of criteria disagreement concerns issues of fairness and justice. However they are conceived or measured, should they be included in the analysis? Climate change is, to a large extent, a byproduct of industrialization and development. Today’s richest countries have contributed the majority of excess CO₂ in the atmosphere, and they continue to contribute by far the largest share in per-capita terms. Many believe that these same advanced countries, therefore, have the greatest responsibility to bear the costs of mitigation and adaptation. This would include compensating poor countries for the climate consequences that they are forced to bear.

Today’s developing countries, however, are quickly becoming the greatest emitters of greenhouse gases, led by China, which recently surpassed the United States as the world’s leading emitter. If global mitigation efforts are to succeed, there will need to be emission reductions in developing countries; but those countries fear that such reductions would provide a costly drag on their own development efforts. Particularly since the already-developed countries were able to develop without such a hindrance, many believe that it is not fair to require today’s developing countries to bear the costs of mitigation (for instance, of using “clean coal” technologies). Again, rich countries would be asked to pick up some of the tab.¹⁵

¹⁵ This prospect becomes complicated by other issues of international political economy. For instance, if rich countries view themselves as increasingly competing over world markets with up-and-coming developing countries, they will be loath to help finance their competitors’ energy production.
There are, broadly, two views on this issue. One is that issues of fairness and justice are unavoidably center-stage, that any kind of global treaty mechanism would need to be viewed as just and fair in order to engender the nearly universal participation that would be required (Vanderheiden, 2008). India’s defense of “equity” as central to any international agreement is characteristic of this view (e.g., Ramesh, 2010). Another view is that a more realist-welfarist approach is required, one that sets aside moral theory and focuses instead on reaching forward-looking agreements that make everybody better off (Posner & Sunstein, 2009; Posner & Weisbach, 2010). In the former view, including justice and fairness in the analysis is indispensable to reaching agreement and moving forward; and in the latter, including such criteria does just the opposite, making mutually-beneficial agreement far less likely. One who believes that different nations’ conceptions of fairness and justice are irreconcilably different will likely reside in the latter camp.

The politics of this particular disagreement will play out on multiple levels. There will be the national politics: what citizens view as fair or unfair; and then there will be the international politics: what world leaders consider (or pose as) fair or unfair in their multilateral negotiations. To be sure, all participants will wrap their arguments in the mantle of fairness, but such mantles, like beauty, are in the eyes of the beholder. This is an area in which politics is likely to play a particularly important role, and analysts would be wise to be sensitive to political feasibility. Posner and Weisbach (2010) argue that political feasibility should be an important criterion in an overall analysis, but this view does not get broad agreement. It may be that many of today’s analysts are recommending the policies they would like to see, rather than those they believe to be politically feasible, because they think their more extreme views will push ultimate policies in the right direction. Beyond that, as we have noted earlier, there is always the concern that the feasible set will change – perhaps rapidly – so the analyst is also wise to consider options that, while infeasible today, might be feasible tomorrow, perhaps as physical events unfold.

Disagreements over weights

The arms debate in the 1960s raised a fundamental disagreement, sometimes pithily summarized as “Are we better dead than Red?” Of course, underlying this phrasing was the implicit assumption that a thermonuclear exchange between the U.S.S.R. and the U.S. was inevitable or highly likely, a point strongly pushed by groups espousing certain values. Robert Levine (1963), in a book-length treatment, dissects the arms debate of that era. His work represents an early and insightful analysis of the interplay of values and models in policy debates.

Levine points out that “competition among value judgments” should not be confused with inconsistency. For example: “An individual may place a high value on peace, and may at the same time place a high value on some other policy goal, the pursuit of which involves a risk of war. These values may well compete for policy emphasis, but they are not inconsistent.” This question of policy emphasis is precisely what we mean when we consider disagreements over weights: once we know who counts (standing) and what counts (criteria), we need to agree on what weight these different elements deserve in the overall analysis.

It is frequently the case that decisions regarding standing and criteria are easier than the corresponding decisions regarding their weights. What is fundamentally valued, after all, seems to vary
far less across time and people than how to trade off what is valued. In other words, it is the question of emphasis that tends to vary more than do fundamentals. It should not be surprising, therefore, if people come to disagree most frequently over weights.

The potential saving grace for disagreements over weights is sensitivity analysis. Assuming that an analysis is structured so that varying weights can be given to various components, one can easily see how sensitive the conclusions are – or are not – to reasonable choices of weights. Since conclusions rarely teeter on the knife’s edge, there is often scope to tolerate some disagreement over weights. This means that we can agree to disagree, until and unless our disagreement leads to different policy conclusions.

One disturbing feature of weights disagreements is that they are frequently hidden. The proponent for one set of weights simply uses them, and says nothing. Had Justice Brandeis been asked to comment on weights disagreements, he might have remarked: “Let us start with sunlight, thus making them highly visible.” Here as elsewhere, we believe that greater clarity in the sources of our disagreements can lead to better policy by suggesting further investigation, enabling coherent compromise, and perhaps encouraging greater sharing of information.

Examples from climate policy: disagreements over weights

With choices regarding standing and criteria being so broad and inclusive, as they tend to be in climate policy, there is tremendous scope for disagreement over weights; and small differences in weights can lead to large differences in conclusions. The Stern Report (2007) sparked a heated discussion of two key weights issues, interpersonal and intertemporal, to which policy conclusions are particularly sensitive (Partha Dasgupta, 2007, 2008; Heal, 2009; Nordhaus, 2007; Stern, 2008; Weitzman, 2007).

In the case of interpersonal weighting, the question is how to weight different individuals within a given generation or time period. Making the heroic assumption that benefits can be measured in dollar terms, the answer depends on the overall policy goal. If the purpose is merely to produce the greatest total dollar value, then all dollars should count the same, to whomever they go. An alternate purpose, also widely employed, is to generate the greatest sum of utility or well-being. In this case, dollars going to different individuals must be weighted very differently. This is because $10 to a desperately poor individual has much more impact than $10 to a millionaire. Economists account for this by looking at the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to consumption, or \( \eta \) for short (after the Greek letter that represents it in equation form). \( \eta \) indicates how the benefits from a dollar diminish as one gets richer.

One reason why disagreements over \( \eta \) go beyond estimate disagreements, to be resolved empirically, is that economists cannot actually measure utility. What economists can do is infer utility differences, but not in a way that facilitates interpersonal comparisons, which is exactly what would be needed to estimate \( \eta \). Therefore, \( \eta \) becomes a value choice, sometimes called the “preference for equity.” It sounds like a tangible parameter that can be measured, but in reality it amounts to a preference over how to weight impacts on the rich vs. the poor. As with any preference, it can be the subject of much disagreement.
The implications to climate policy are profound. In strict market-value terms, illness and death in rich countries is extremely costly; in poor countries, it is far less so (consider, e.g., foregone wages in the two cases). While those most affected by climate policy will be the world’s poorest and most vulnerable, they could count little in the analysis, depending on the choice of \( \eta \). As a simple example, consider the possibility that global warming leads to a sizeable increase in illness and death in poor countries, but a small decrease in cold-related illness and death in rich countries. Depending on \( \eta \), warming could seem beneficial on net.

Turning to the case of intertemporal weighting, the question becomes how to weight individuals across different generations or time periods. Here, appropriate weighting sounds like a more clear-cut values issue. However, many have argued that time preference is something that can be measured, for example by observing individuals’ intertemporal-choice behaviors, interest rates, etc. Stern (2007), however, chose a “pure rate of time preference” that gave greater weight to the current generation only by a slight amount (to account for the remote possibility of future human extinction), based on what he considered the fundamental moral equivalence of current and future generations. While Stern’s \( \eta \) acted to discount impacts on future generations because of their greater projected wealth, in principle Stern did not give any greater weight to the current generation. This is an aspect of his analysis that has provoked considerable debate, with some agreeing with it and others disagreeing, often sharply.

Summers and Zeckhauser (2008) advocate a different approach, one that pragmatically considers the current generation as more heavily weighted than future generations because it is the one making decisions, but does not necessarily distinguish, or distinguishes only slightly, among future generations. This accords with a kind of quasi-hyperbolic or beta-delta discounting model, such as those employed to understand individuals’ intertemporal-choice behaviors (e.g., Laibson, 1997). In the Summers-Zeckhauser view, the \( \beta \) (the discrete difference between now and later) is important, the \( \delta \) (the continuous difference between all time periods) much less so.16

Schelling (2006b) suggests that individuals’ personal trade-offs over time offer a poor guide to how individuals think about making transfers to (or incurring costs on behalf of) unrelated individuals in the distant future. Rather, he suggests that we think about individuals distant in time much the way we do individuals distant in space, such as when we consider foreign aid transfers. This accords with Stern’s approach, where the pure rate of time preference is effectively zero. Schelling goes further, however, by pointing out that the costs of climate policy will largely be borne by the relatively wealthy while the benefits will more predominantly accrue to the relatively poor (since they are most vulnerable to adverse climate impacts). Since tomorrow’s poorest will still be poor relative to today’s richest, the
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16 Such beta-delta discounting will lead to dynamically inconsistent behavior. As a generation gains control, it will reverse established policy in favor of itself. However, if today’s generation sets a precedent for future action, the next generation may follow as a means to assure adherence by other future generations. (Note that a desirable climate is not a commodity that can be bought for money. If it were, traditional market rate discounting would pave the path to Pareto-superior outcomes: invest now and buy climate later.)
startling implication is that the implied discount rate could be negative. This would push even more heavily toward costly action today, as a sort of transfer from today’s rich to tomorrow’s poor.\textsuperscript{17}

While there is considerable disagreement regarding both interpersonal and intertemporal weighting, this is an area in which sensitivity analysis might be employed with relative ease. There are choices of $\text{eta}$, $\text{delta}$, and perhaps $\text{beta}$, all of which might be varied to consider how sensitive conclusions are to the various choices. But the practice of assigning values to some Greek letters without pointing out how those values drive results strikes us as unwise, and perhaps unfair.

It may be that the economic approach to weighting – the etas and the deltas – is appropriate for global, impartial analyses, but inadequate for national analyses that are more partial by nature. A more politically relevant analysis might weight outcomes the way individuals and nations implicitly do in practice, where weights are derived by more nuanced and subjective notions of distance and concern. Here, “us” and “them” are matters of degree, with people and nations both demonstrating more concern for their nearest neighbors – geographically, culturally, ethnically, politically, historically – than those more distant. Time is an additional source of distance, one that may work to blur the other distinctions. Thus, we may distinguish between Americans and Canadians today, but disregard this distinction when considering individuals several generations hence.

The mainstream economic approach would seem to presume that this is the case, implying that a single discount rate will suffice for all individuals. While this approach may work for the far future, more differentiated approaches to weighting may be more politically relevant in the shorter term. Perhaps this could be integrated into new analyses with an additional factor for interpersonal weighting. There would be weighting by marginal utility, but then also by distance, however measured.\textsuperscript{18}

Climate policy brings to bear other weights issues that play a potentially important role. There is the question of how to weight outcomes that are uncertain – perhaps even extremely low in probability – but irreversible or infinitely bad. Weitzman (2007) allows the infinitely bad to swamp the analysis. Summers and Zeckhauser (2008) counter that no loss merits negative infinity, noting, e.g., that individuals risk death to themselves and loved ones with family automobile trips.

\textsuperscript{17} However, Hylland and Zeckhauser (1979) argue that it is almost always the case that redistribution is more effectively carried out through the tax and transfer system than it is through structuring public programs that are not addressed to redistribution, such as climate policy. The implication might be that rather than provide climate relief, the present generation should shift resources to the future, say by taxing itself more and thus lowering a deficit that will ultimately have to be paid, or even raising a surplus that will be carried forward. Along these lines, Schelling (2006b) and Hulme (2009), among others, discuss the relative attractiveness of more direct, development-related spending in the present-day.

\textsuperscript{18} Of course, many will prefer to keep such weighting implicit rather than explicit, perhaps for reasons of political correctness. While we do not deny the pressures that push in this direction, we wish to tilt toward transparency. After all, it is exceptionally difficult to have reasoned debates about policies when differences are driven by unspoken differences in weighting.
Climate policy also raises the question of whether to weight errors of commission more heavily than errors of omission. In daily life and politics we tend to do so; however, it is unclear whether this is the most rational approach to analysis and policy. Holding uncertainty levels and all else constant, should $x in damage that comes about by inaction be weighted more lightly than $x in damage that comes about by action? An affirmative answer would strongly favor the status quo, which may or may not be a good thing. This issue is particularly relevant to the debate over geoengineering.
THE METHODOLOGY OF NORMATIVE POLICY ANALYSIS

We advocate attention to the fundamental sources of policy disagreement: scope, model, and estimate in the positive domain; and standing, criteria, and weights in the value domain. We have illustrated one approach throughout this paper, the approach of organizing existing policy discourse by source of disagreement. Policy analysis that takes this particular form can help to clarify where agreement exists, and where it does not. This approach looks at where we have been and where we stand now, but the goal is also to point the way forward, to suggest a structure for prospective policy analysis.

In the broadest sense, policy analysis is the science, and also the art, of matching scope, model, estimation, and value. The scope determines the boundaries; the models may come from chemistry or ecology, economics or sociology; the estimation may come from any manner of quantitative or qualitative techniques; and the values change a positive exercise into a normative one. Being explicit and transparent in each of these elements will help to facilitate assessment, comparison, and debate.

Imagine two analyses that conclude with different recommendations, a common occurrence. It is often difficult to identify their precise points of divergence. Comparing the two analyses can seem like comparing apples and oranges, because their values are interwoven with their models, which are interwoven with their estimates. In the tangle it is not clear where the most important differences are to be found, what empirical studies might resolve them, or how one should proceed.

Imagine now that these two analyses were both organized such that choices of scope, model, estimate, standing, criteria, and weights were each clearly specified. We suggest that, in this hypothetical case, it would be much easier to identify points of divergence and ultimately to achieve some degree of convergence and compromise. We suggest that it would be clearer how to proceed.

Organizing her analysis in this way, the dispassionate analyst would see more clearly where and how she should conduct sensitivity analysis. By varying choices of relative weights from 0 to 1, she could readily test the sensitivity of her analysis to judgments in the value domain. Likewise, she could easily test the sensitivity to particular estimates. Sensitivity analysis with respect to scope might be more involved, but a clear presentation of scope decisions would naturally suggest the more obvious or important margins on which she might test sensitivity. By including the results of her sensitivity analyses, the dispassionate analyst could facilitate critical consumption of her analysis. Rather than waiting for her critics to assert which assumptions drive her conclusions, she would reveal those assumptions and how her conclusions depend on them.

John Neville Keynes (1904) called the application of positive and normative sciences “art.” In this context, we call it the methodology of normative policy analysis.

We suggest, then, a specific structure for policy analysis:

1. Introduction
2. Analysis
   a. Scope
b. Model

c. Estimation

d. Standing

e. Criteria

f. Weights

g. Results

3. Sensitivity analysis

4. Conclusions and recommendations

Organizing analysis in this way will not end disagreement. Rather, it will identify its sources. But disagreement, which is inevitable, is healthy for society, as Sunstein (2003) eloquently argues. It helps us to move from poor or even good policies to better ones, and it is particularly effective at doing this when disagreements are clear, reasoned, and inclusive. Transparent, well-organized policy analysis can help people formulate effective choices, and thereby turn heat into light.
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